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How far would you go to protect the people you love?

The day Marianne Glass falls to her death, Rowan Winter hasn't spoken to her in ten years. Yet Rowan
knows it couldn't have been an accident as everyone insists. Marianne, once her closest friend, had
paralyzing vertigo: she would never have gone so close to the roof's edge.

Marianne--and the whole Glass family--once meant everything to Rowan. For a teenage girl, motherless with
a much-absent father, this warm, lively family represented a world of opportunity. And in large-hearted,
feminist Jacqueline Glass, Rowan found the mother she longed for.

But Rowan knows little of Marianne's adult life, which she must now investigate if she wishes to know the
truth of her death. Her search takes her from Bohemian east London to the polished professional art world
where Marianne made her name as a painter. She encounters a trio of men in mourning: James Emory,
Marianne's gallerist and boyfriend; Peter Turk, a one-hit-wonder singer who had long pined for her; and an
American portraitist with at least one other dead woman in his past. And Rowan again becomes entangled
with the Glasses: Jacqueline and her relationship-guru husband, Seb, and Adam, Marianne's gentle brother.

But the deeper Rowan goes, the more sinister everything seems. And a truth from the past only Rowan
knows makes her worry about her own fate . . .
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From reader reviews:

Jeffrey Spencer:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite reserve and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled Keep You Close. Try to make the book Keep You Close
as your close friend. It means that it can to be your friend when you experience alone and beside those of
course make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you
more confidence because you can know every thing by the book. So , let us make new experience and also
knowledge with this book.

Calvin Williams:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray a person, why because this Keep You Close guide written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written in good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for
eliminate your own hunger then you still uncertainty Keep You Close as good book not only by the cover but
also by content. This is one book that can break don't evaluate book by its deal with, so do you still needing
another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already told you so why
you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Harry Blalock:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
anyone to understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information quicker to
share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You can
view that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended to you
personally is Keep You Close this publication consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. This particular book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The language styles that
writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some research when he makes
this book. Honestly, that is why this book suitable all of you.

Albertha Lemons:

This Keep You Close is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information since it relief
your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who
still having small amount of digest in reading this Keep You Close can be the light food for yourself because
the information inside this kind of book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books build itself in the form
which is reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in book form
make them feel drowsy even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there is no in reading a e-book especially
this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss this! Just read this e-
book style for your better life and also knowledge.
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